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A common thermo-hydrodynamic model of static laser welding is 
developed [Dal, Daligault, Mayi] for LPBF (Figure 1) on 316L stainless 
steel and with a Eulerian front tracking method (Phase Field).

Two approaches are applied to simulate the vapor effects: the 

pressure  and momentum � formulations.
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To investigated the stability of LPBF process, the 

meso-scale simulation is a powerful tool. The 

present work aims to prove the effect of the vapor 

jet, usually neglected but strongly sensitive.

Simulation of laser processes is more and more efficient. In
some cases, as welding and additive manufacturing, the
physical phenomena are complex, multi-physics and multi-
phases, thus some assumptions have to be done.

For Laser Powder Bed Fusion, a laser beam melts and
vaporizes the substrate and powder materials. In literature, the
vaporization process is supposed to produce a recoil pressure

at the surface of the liquid, but the momentum created on the
gas is usually neglected.

In the present paper, authors focus on this part of the model in
order to prove the benefit of such consideration. The whole
model is described (heat transfers, fluid flows, phase field) and
the vapor consideration is detailed physically and numerically
for two assumptions: pressure model and momentum model.
After having shown some numerical comparisons illustrating
the benefit of this method, a a short physical analysis is made
to conclude on the sensitivity of the vaporization phenomenon
on the process.

Abstract

Methodology

Figure 1: Left, DEM computing for different powder 
characteristics, right, Transferred powder bed from DEM to 
FEM.

The approaches give the same macroscopic 

melt pool behaviors (size).

The gas and liquid velocities are much more 

realistic (close to 200 m/s – Figure 2) with 
the momentum formulation than with the 
recoil pressure.

The shearing produced by the vapor 
produces spatters all around the melt pool.

Applications with real process parameters 
produce realistic instabilities.

Results

Figure 2: Left, Maximum velocities and temperatures, right, 
Thermal field and deformation of liquid boundary.
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